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ABSTRACT 
For illdefined systems (like environmental and economical systems) with sparse 
md uncertain data, Homberger and Spear have proposed, as a variation on Monte 
Carlo simulation analysis, the so-called regional&d sensitivity analysis (RSA) to 
determine dominant model parameters. In this paper a minor modification to the RSA 
is proposed to mitigate the effect of arbitrarily chosen initial parameter intervals. This 
modification concerns the application of a parameter space identification method 
prior to the RSA to offer more reliable (with respect to the observed systems’ 
behavior) initial parameter intervals. An alternative procedure to the RSA is also 
proposed. Herein, the results from a parameter-space identification method are 
analyzed directly in terms of eigenvectors (principal axes) and eigenvahes cliaracteriz- 
ing the associated identified parametric subspace. These methods are applied to a 
simple water-quality model with sufficient as well as sparse data. Comparison with the 
results from period-average analysis and maximum-likelihood c&nation reveals that 
co&stent information is obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In setting up a model of an illdefined system, information from observed 
system inputs and outputs will be combined with some prior hypothetical 
knowkdge about the system under research. Within the modeling context, an 
illdefined system is particularly characterized by a high degree of uncer- 
tainty in the model structure and sparse information in the observed system 
inputs and outputs [ 111. In practice, it appears that an ultimate structural 
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model is found after passing throu& a number of loops, thereby adjusting the 
presumed model structure. It is therefore important to have information 
about he dominant processes and their related parameters, which appear to 
control the system *behavior. That is, the model output that corresponds with 
the observed systems’ behavior is sensitive to these dominant parameters. In 
addition, for complex models with a large number of parameters, parameter 
selection is necessary when a formal parameter estimation procedure is 
applied. It appears, ‘In practice, that only a small number ( < S-10) of 
parameters can be ha..dled satisfactorily. 
Different techniques have been proposed to obtain this information about 
parameter dominance. The most conventional method is sensitivity analysis 
(see [9]), where sensitivity functions are qecified analytically or represented 
by their numerical approximations. Sens&ivity analysis approaches the prob- 
lem from a determinis& point of view by perturbating the system through a 
small variation in a particular parameter and then evaluating its effect on 
some objective function (usually the state variables). It is recognized that in 
practice this method has some limitations due to violation of some implicit 
assumption. Such assumptions concern the unbiasedness of the nominal 
parameters, which are responsible for the expected model behavior; the 
independent contribution of each parameter; and the first-order effect of 
smalI perturbations [2]. 
Another method to determine the dominant parameters uses information 
from a parameter estimation process, where the parameters are still handled 
as determimstic variables. Herein the criterion function space in the neigh- 
borhood of the optimal parameter e,m:_te is evaluated by means of Taylor 
series expansion (for instance, up to second-order terms). If the parameter 
estimate is an optimum of the criterion function, then the firstkler term will 
diminish. So the region of interest in the criterion function space is approxi- 
mated by an ellipsoid (see [l]). The eigenvectors (principal axes) and the 
associated eigenvalues of the Hessian, appearing in the second-order term, 
represent the orientation and shape of the ellipsoid. The largest axis, corre- 
sponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian, indicates the worst- 
determined direction in the parameter space. 
Alternatively, one can approach the problem from a stochastic point of 
view by considering each parameter as a random variable. Within this 
context the covariance matrix of the estimation error can be used to evaluate 
the dominance of parameters or linear combinations of parameters. Because 
of the close relationship between the covariance matrix and the Hessian in 
view of the Taylor series expansion of the criterion function in the neighbor- 
hood of the optimum for a wide class of estimates, it is evident that similar 
(principakomponent) analyses can be performed to detect dominant param- 
eters. 
Parmneters in Structural M&ls 13s 
In the StOChastiC setting Monte Carlo simulation analysis is &CI ap#d. 
Unlike the sensitivity analysis, where the param& are cry varied 
independently in a deterministic way, in a Monte Carlo approach the 
parameters are selected randomly from predefined frequency distr&ut&na. 
This information can be provided by the parameter estimation process, but 
an exact formulation of the frequency distribution can only be obtained 
under very severe assumptions. It turns out then that most of the time the 
distributions are chosen by engineering judgement. It is worth noting that in 
the Monte Carlo approach higher-order effects are not ignored. If, however, a 
linear relationship between objective function (state variables) and parame- 
ters is valid, then the estimated derivatives of the objective function with 
respect to the parameters are analogous to the sensitivity coefficients of the 
aforementioned sensitivity analysis, If on the other hand higher-order effects 
cannot be ignored, correlations between the objective function and the 
parameters reveal sensitivities in a more reasonable way (see [2]). 
Hornberger and Spear [4, 51 stressed the fact that traditional parameter 
sensitivity analysis pertains to a particular point in the parameter space, i.e. a 
nominal parameter vector from a priori information of the system or an 
optimal (a posteriori) parameter estimate. It is evident that the choice of such 
a specific parameter vector in model’s of illdefined systems is questionable, 
because of lack of knowledge about the model parameters. On the other 
hand, sparse data will preclude optimal parameter estimation. 
Under these conditions Hornberger and Spear [4, 5, 81 proposed, as a 
variation on the Monte Carlo simulation analysis, a socalled regionalixed 
sensitivity analysis (RSA) to identify dominant parameters in an early stage of 
the modeling process. Herein a particular point is replaced by predefined 
individual parameter distributions, from which randomly parameter vectors 
are selected. Also, :a “nominal” trajectory of the state variable is re&ced by 
con&mint conditions in the observation space. A criterion function is defined 
then in terms of a classification algorithm, which selects well- or ill-behaved 
simulation runs. This classification ultimately results in two classes of behav- 
ior-giving and non-behavior-giving parameter vectors, respectively. Statistical 
procedures are then employed to indicate whether a single parameter or a 
linear combination of parameters is dominant. RSA is an attractive pdsure 
because it is robust, but the results do depend on the Q priori defined 
distributions. Alteration of a distribution can signifi@antltly influence the 
dominance ranking of the parameters [8]. 
This paper offers a minor modification of RSA to mitigate the effect of the 
predefined distributions. An alternative procedure is developed whcreiu 
a posteriOri set-theoretic ~rametric uncertainty is evaluated to identify 
dominant parameters. Both procedures will be demonstrated by application 
to a simple (for ilhrstration only) waterquality model with sufficient data-so 
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that the results can also be compared with information resulting from a (more 
conventional) maximum-likelihood estimation procedure-and with sparse 
data. 
2. REGIONALIZED SENSITIVITY 
HORNBERGER AND SPEAR 
ANALYSIS ACCORDING TO 
The regional&d sensitivity analysis procedure consists of the following 
steps: mu 
(1) Select an appropriate model structure. 
(2) Specify parameter distributions from data, literature, and experiments. 
(If only parameter ranges are available, choose a uniform distribution.) 
(3) Define the systems’ behavior in terms of constraint conditions. 
(4) Perform a number of Monte Carlo simulations on the basis of the 
predefined parameter distributions. 
(5) classify the simulation run and the associated parameter vector as 
behavior- or non-behavior-giving. 
(6) Analyze the resulting sample cumulative distribution functions of the 
behavior- and non-behavior-giving classes, which will result in a sensitivity 
ranking of the parameters. 
The last step will be considered in more detail. The sensitivity ranking is 
based on utilizing the Kohuogorov-Smirnov statistic d, ,,, which represents 
the maximum vertical distance between the two sampie distribution func- 
tions. The indices m and n denote the classes J L~h~*~~~- aud non-behavior- “. UUAAW. 1v1- 
giving parameter vectors, respectively. The key idea is that large values of 
d ,,_ indicate dominant parameter vectors with respect to the behavioral 
classification. To decide whether the separation is significant this value of 
d m,n is compared with a 90 or 99% confidence bound value. The behavioral 
classification will not only result in a separation along the original axes, but 
can also result in model induced covariance. However, this classification is 
dWubed by mean shifts and induced covariance resulting from the Monte 
Carlo method, because only a finite number of parameter vectors are 
sampled. To avoid wrong interpretations of the results, the sampled vectors 
are normalized. The value of d,,, is then determined for the normalized set 
of sampks, which will not differ too much from the original set, when the 
number of simulations (m -t n) is chosen to be large enough. 
After having removed the Monte Carlo induced covariances and mean 
shifts by application of the normalization procedure, there can still be 
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correlations left between the parameters. As was noted before, these pa,ra,me- 
ter correlations originate then from model induced covariances. Homberger 
and Spear [5] suggested performing a linear transformation (rotation) of the 
normalized coordinate system in such a way that the aforementioned univari- 
ate analysis for indicating separation can still be utilized. In this transformed 
coordinate system the sensitivity analysis is continued by determination of 
dz, n, which is then associated with well- or illdetermined lines parameter 
combinations instead of individual parameters. 
However, as w= recognized in [8], the results pertain only to the prede- 
fined parameter space defined by the limits of the uniform distributions 
usually chosen. It is evident that this parameter space represents the para- 
metric uncertainty in the sensitivity analysis in a more realistic way than a 
particular parameter vector. But one should still be alert to the effects of 
wrong assumptions with respect to the predefined space. To illustrate a 
rather extreme effect of a predefined parameter range on the results, let the 
parameter pi be defined by p, E U[ - 60, oo]. Unlike the non-behavior-giving 
range, the behavior-giving range 4 Pi vvii then be extremely small with 
respect to the predefined range. It &be seem from the associated cumula- 
tive distribution functions that d,,, approaches 0.5 for a large number of 
simulations, which means that any parameter can be selected as a dominant 
parameter. On the other hand it is also clear that, besides the range, the 
position of the parameter bounds is of great importance. 
To avoid this problem, Whitehead and Homberger [IO] placed the region- 
alized sensitivity procedure within an iterative setting, adjusting the p-me- 
ter space for each new iteration in a rather heuristic way. In this way the 
Monte Carlo simulations are used as a crude estimation procedure (see also 
Homberger and Cosby [3]), so that the final information results from 
a posteriori defined parameter intervals. 
A more systematic approach for selecting proper parameter intervals is 
provided by Keesman and Van Straten [A. The a pterimi defined parame- 
ter intervals are then determined in a less heuristic way by an algorithm using 
random scanning and principalcomponent analysis. It is worth noting then 
that the parameter intervals are not only adjusted by translation, as was done 
by Whitehead and Homberger [lo], but also by rotation. The effect of 
rotation is particularly important when there are parameter correlations. 
So, by incorporating a formal parameter-space identification ztlgorith 
prior to RSA, a better starting point, from the viewpoint of bias due to less 
subjective guesses, fOi tlk senarurArJ e*k’~+.p ~~CI~WE~C ;E r\htairr&l It m& b noted armu,cPAJ *e ““CUUIYY. * 
that some extra uncertainty must then be injected by means of enlarged 
parameter ranges, to explore the sensitivity analysis more fully. It must be 
emphasized that RSA is performed completely within .a statistical setting, 
unlike the following approach. 
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3. A Z’OSZEZXZORZ SET-THEORETIC PARAMETRIC 
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
As an alternative to the previous approaches, information about dominant 
parameters is obtained now from a set-theoretic point of view, which means 
that we assume that the a m parametric as well as the observation 
uncertainty can be characterized by an upper and a lower bound. On the 
basis of these weaker assumptions with respect to the uncertainties, it is not a 
single “optimal” parameter vector that is found, but a set of equally accept- 
able parameter vectors expressing the a posteriori parametric uncertainty. 
Within this context Keesman and Van Straten [7J proposed a parameter-space 
adjustment algorithm to find the so&led behavior-giving parameter space, 
which is consistent with the behavior space (spanned by a number of bounds 
in the observation space), the assumed model stmcture, and the prior 
knowledge of the parameter ranges. Herein, four steps can be distinguished: 
(1) Standardization of the original parameter space to stress the effect of 
rotation in step 3. 
(2) Identification of behavior-giving parameter vectors. 
(3) Rotation of the coordinate-axis system of standardized variables ac- 
cording to the principal axes of the behavior-giving subspace. 
(4) Extension of the behavior-giving subspace. 
Standardization of the original space is obtained via the a pliori transforma- 





where _pi and fi- represent the predefined lower and upper bounds on pj> 
and s denotes $e number of parameters. It can be derived easily that this 
transformation is identical to the statistical standardization assuming inde- 
pendent uniform distributions. In this standardized space a number of 
behavior-giving parameter vectors are identified and analyzed to obtain the 
rotation matrix for a subsequent iteration. The basic idea is that information 
about dominant parameter is available from this rotation matrix containing 
the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of behavior-giving parameter vec- 
tors in the standardized space. Note that the behavior-giving parameter space 
is then approximated (via the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix) by an 
ellipsoid to utilize iuformation from the set of behavior-giving parameter 
vectors. As in the stochastic case, eigenvalues associated to the eigenvectors 
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will indicate the worst- and bestdetermined directions in the parameter 
space. 
It is worth noting that the identified rotation matrix in the standa&zed 
space will depend on the predefined parameter bounds in the original space 
according to the transformation of (1). To filter out this effect it is desirable 
to determine a rotation matrix with respect to the bounds of the behavior-= 
giving parameter space. The covariance matrix X, of behavior-giving param- 
eter vectors in the standardized space is then transformed to 
$P$Pj 
XSy j) = WY j) sp+Gp+ , i=l ,...,s and j=I,...,s, (2) 
i i 
where Qp represents the parameter interval, and the indices m and + 
denote respectively the behavior-giving class and the dependence of the 
corresponding variable on the behavior-giving class. Welldetermined direc- 
tions in the standardized pzzzneter space are indicated by those eigenvectors 
of 2; which are associated to the smallest eigenvalues. 
From the viewpoint of consistency of the results, the eigenvectors of 2: 
are compared with the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix, which is the 
covariance matrix of standardized variables, resulting from a stochastic 
parameter estimation process. This comparison should reveal that the sets of 
eigenvectors are similar, assuming uniform distributions and correct estima- 
tion results. 
4. EXAIUIXE 
The regionalized sensitivity analysis using either 0 pri& or (L post&& 
parametric information and the newly proposed method, analysis of the 
a posterid set-theoretic parametric uncertainty, are now applied to the 
determination of dominant parameters in a simple waterquality model. This 
model describes the diurnal dissolved oxygen (DO) patterns in a well-mixed 
lake. In addition, the analysis of parametric uncertainty from a maximum- 
likelihood estimation is applied for comparison. 
The DO model, 
6(t) = K&s(t) -c(t)] + aZ(t) - R, (3) 
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where 
c( l ) = DO concentration (g/m3), 
C,( 0) = saturation concentration (g/m3), 
I( l ) = radiation ( W/m2), 
K, = reaeration coefficient (day- ‘), 
a = photosynethetic rate coefficient (g/m F&y W) , 
R = sink term (g/m3day), 
descritm the rate of change of DO as a function of reaeration exchange with 
the atmosphere, photosynthetic production from algae and water plants, and 
consumption due to respiration, biodegradation, and sediment processes. 
With respect to the availability of the data two situations are distinguished. 
4.1. A&y&s with SujJMent Data 
For the situation with sufficient data, hourly observations are available for 
a period of eight days (F’igure 1). It must be noted that the observed DO 
concentration at instant k = 169 is most lik4y unreliable, so that this observa- 
tion is regarded as an outlier (see Keesman and Van Straten [6]). The 
system’s behavior is defined in terms of observed DO concentrations plus or 
minus an assumed observational error bound of 1.5 g/m3. 
FIG. I. Observed DO concentrations (Lake De Poe1 and ‘t Zwet, 21-30 Aprim 1983). 




Kr 0.0 2.0 
ii 0.0 0.1 
0.0 5.0 
For the application of the original RSA, initial parameter intervals (Table 
1) are specified from literature and engineering judgement (see [S]). On the 
basis of these predefined parameter intervals, the defined system’s behavior, 
and the DO model, only three behaviorgiving parameter vectors are found 
from 200 simulations. This number of behavior-giving parameter vectors is 
insufficient to perform A&rrther statistical analysis. At this point additional 
simulations could be performed in order to obtain a sufficient number. But 
lrom the viewpoint of computational efficiency it is more attractive at this 
point to obtain additional behavior-giving parameter vectors from a more 
efficient estimation procedure. 
From preceding investigations (see [6, 7]), Q posterioti information for 
initial parameter intervals is available. In this application of the modified RSA 
the individual parameter intervals are enlarged by 26% (Table 2) to take 
account of incomplete coverage of the parameter space due to the random 
selection procedure. 
Two hundred Monte Carlo simulations then result in 43 behavior-giving 
and 157 non-behavior-giving parameter vectors under the specified classifi- 
cation. The RSA results are presented in Table 3. The parameter vector 
[ 8, I?$ b$] T denotes the standard&ed parameter vector [K, Q R]r according 
to Equation (1). For a better understanding of the results presented in Table 
3 it is worth noting that the elements of the eigenvectors are the weights of 
the original parameters in a linear combination of these parameters, on 
rotating the original axis system. Due to significant correlations between the 
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TABLE 3 
MODIFIED RSA RESuLTsa 
Parameters Eigenvectors in standardized space 
4 (K) - 0‘853 - 0.497 - 0.015 
ee (a) 0.328 - 0.608 - 0.737 
4 (R) 0.407 - 0.619 0.676 
G*n 0.151 0.152 0.433 
Number of simulations: 200 
% behavior-giving: 21.5% 
ChitiC!d &es Of KOlmOgO~v-Smimov test statistic: 
dms,(OSO) = 0.19, d,,,(O.QS) = 0.20, d,,,(0.99) = 0.24 
“C0h represent he eigenvectors @incipal axes) of the 
“covariance matrices”. 
identify dominant parameters [8]. Therefore a principakoAmponent transfor- 
mation of the “covariance matrix” of either the behavior-giving or the 
noIGbehavioFgiving class (see [5]) was performed to determine the statistics 
dz “. This maximum vertical distance between the two sample distribution 
fu&tions in the lransformed coordinate system is then associated to a 
principal axis. The red&g statistics indicate that only the linear combina- 
tion - 0.0158, - 0.7378, - 0.676ea (representing a principal axis) in the 
standard&&l space is dominant. The associated dz,, equals 0.433, which is 
larger than 0.24, the critical d, n at 99% confidence level (see 
indicating a significant difference’in the distribution functions. 
Table 3), 
The relevant set-theoretic parameterestimation results, according to 
Keesman and Van Straten [I, are presented in Table 4. The eigenvector 
associated to the smallest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix indicates the 
TABLE 4 
SFX-TIiEOIwrIc PAwB&xER -ESTIMATION RESULl%a 
Updated rotation matrix in standardized space 
0.168 0.986 0.021 
0.653 - 0.127 0.747 
0.739 - 0.112 - 0.665 
Eigenvalues: 1.69 1.05 0.03 
“Columns represent eigenvectors of XL. 
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bestdetermined direction [l]. So, from Table 4 it can be seen that the 
bestdetermined direction in the standardized parameter space is represented 
by the vector [0~02I 0.747 - 0.665]*. Note that the worst-determined direc- 
tion ([O. 166 0.653 0.7391 r ) is perpendicular to the bestdetermined direc- 
tion. It is also worth noting that the orthogonal@ of the axes in the 
standardized space will be lost after mapping these axes to the original 
parameter space according to Equation (1). 
It appears from Tables 3 and 4 that the results of the modified RSA and 
a posterid set-theoretic parametric uncertainty analyses yield consistent in- 
formation about the dominance of linear parameter combinations in the 
standardized parameter space. These results are also confirmed by results 
from a priori analysis. 
From previous data analysis (see [S]) the following linear relationship 
between the separate model parameters was found: R = - 0.07Kr +51.5a - 
0.17. Incorporation of this relationship into Monte Car10 simulation analysis 
will increase the percentage of behavior-giving parameter vectors. In the 
standardized space (with respect to the behavior-giving parameter space) this 
relationship is transformed to 
493 = - 0.0216, + 0.7738, + 1.16, 44) 
using Equation (1) and information about the upper and lower limits from 
Table 2. So 6)a’s sampled far away from this place will contribute to a high 
percentage of non-behavior-giving parameter vectors. In other words, the 
direction perpendicular to the plane represented by Equation (4) in the 
standardized space will be well determined, i.e., behavior-giving parameters 
can be found in a relatively small range. It can also be seen from (4) that 
these considerations are particularly valid in the &-& plane. The well- 
determined direction in this plane can be represented&by the normalized 
vector [ - 0.79 0.6l]r, which agrees with results presented in Tables 3 and 4. 
Note that the relationship of (4) is not exact because of errors in the data (see 
Finally, the results of the proposed methods (Tables 3 and 4) are com- 
pared with those resulting from a maximum-likelihood estimation (Table 5). 
Although structural model error is present in the defined DO model [6], it is 
expected that the results will not differ much. The dominant directions in the 
standardized space (represented by the eigenvector associated to the smallest 
eigenvalue) from the set-theoretic (Table 4) and from the stochastic u’ncer- 
tainty (Table 5) modeling approach are in agreement. 
4.2. Analysis with *ame Data 
For the situation with sparse data it is supposed that I6 (characteristic) 
observations are available (Figure 2), reflecting the dissolved oxygen patterns. 
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TABLE 5 
MAXIMUM-LIKELMOOD ESTIMATION RESULTS 
KN THE STANDARDIZED SPACE 
Parameter Correlation matrix Eigenvectors 
K 1 0.149 0.033 0.207 0.968 0.139 
z 0.149 033 0.587 1 0.587 1 0.702 O-682 - 0.046 2 5 - 0.711 690
Eigenvahws: 1.164 0.964 0.401 
It is expected that the dominant direction from these sparse data will not 
differ too much from the one resulting from the complete data set. Again, the 
system’s behavior is expressed in terms of the observations and an assumed 
observation error bound of 1.5 g/m? Due to failure of the sensor (a quite 
common practical problem), a number of these observations are only repre- 
sented by their upper or lower bound, which is indicated by the vertical lines 
in Figure 2. 
Under these (hypothetical) circumstances the RSA is applied using the 
CL ptioti information from Table 1. Of 200 sampled parameter vectors, 15 are 
classified as behavior-giving. The RSA results are presented in Table 6. 
Note that the dominant parameter combination of the preceding analysis 
with sufficient data (Table 3) is indicated as dominant at a lower than %I% 
confidence level (second eigenvector in Table 6). In addition, another linear 
combination is indicated as dominant at a 99% confidence level. The differ- 
ences in these results can be to a large extent attributed to the choice of the 
0 . . 
100 2io 
time (hm) 
FIG. 2. Reduced information about the observed DO concentrations (Lake De Poe1 and 
‘t Zwet, 21-30 April 1983). 








Eigenvectors in standardi& space 
- 0.658 - 0.175 0.711 
0.437 0.722 oss9 
0.613 - 0.670 0.426 
0.151 0.389 0.477 
Number of simulations: 200 
96 behavior-giving: 7.5% 
Critical values of Kolmogorov-Smimov test statistic: 
d,,.(0.90)=0.30, d,,J0.95)=0.3& d,,,(0.99)= 0.40 
“Columns represent the eigenvectors or principal axes of 
the “covariance matrices”. 
TABLE 7 
SET-THEOREI’IC PMAMETER-ESTIMATION RESULTSa 
Updated rotation matrix in standard&d space 
-0.231 0.962 - 0.141 
0.669 0.052 - 0.741 
0.706 0.265 0.657 
Figenvahes: 1.38 0.70 0.10 
“Columns represent eigenvectors of 2:. 
initial parameter intervals, for modified RSA results do not show these 
differences. 
Set-theoretic parameterestimation results using the same initial parametric 
information from Table 1 can be found in Table 7. The information in Table 
7 agrees to a large extent with the information in Table 4 on the basis of the 
complete data set. From the computational point of view it is worth noting 
that the behavior-giving percentage increased from 7.5% in the RSA to 51% 
on application of the parameter-space adjustment algorithm. 
A stochastic parameter-estimation evaluation is not possible on the basis of 
the set-theoretic (unknown but bounded) information that is present in the 16 
observations. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Conventional methods for determination of dominant parameters have 
some severe Iimitations. In particular, the fact that these sensitivity analyses 
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pertain to a single point in the parameter space, preferably an optimal 
parameter estimate, can be an especially severe drawback when dealing with 
(complex) illdefined systems. The re$tiP&zed sensitivity analysis proposed 
by Homberger and Spear avoids this problem. However, it appears that their 
analysis still possesses some subjective elements. This is the starting point for 
two alternative methods, modified RSA and analysis of the set-theoretic 
parametric uncertainty, proposed in this paper. These methods are essentially 
based on cz m information, which can be extracted from very limited 
information about the system’s behavior. Under circumstances with sufficient 
data these methods -will yield information about the dominance of parameters 
that is consistent with maximum-hkeiihood estimation results, assuming that 
reliabIe estimation results are available. This will not always, however, be the 
case. So the proposed methods will cover a wider area of application. 
I am indebted to Genit van Straten Jbr his comments on pr&nduzy 
a4i?nhsoftheypapet: 
IUs research is supported by the Netherlcznds Technology Fmmdztion 
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